How personalized
recipe content can
Boost Your Brand

introduction
You want to develop your brand identity so
that it drives discovery and purchase of
your food products. But how can you
execute such a strategy in a way that
resonates with consumers? 



This document looks at the challenges
related to emerging trends for players in
the food industry. It explains how an
innovative way of providing recipe content
can address those challenges.
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What we do

Plant Jammer
Recipe Studio
offers a platform
for creation of
omnichannel
recipe content for
your brand.
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The digital space of food
In a world shifting towards more digitized experiences, the domain
of food is no exception. From recipes to grocery shopping, the
food’s path to the consumer’s plate is influenced more and more
by the digital sphere. The consumer’s journey of deciding what to
eat often begins with the internet and social media for inspiration
and reference. Furthermore, more than a third of the global online
population has purchased some grocery item online within the
past month1. Even for offline grocery sales, over half are affected by
the digital realm2. With such changes in consumer behavior, food
producers and suppliers must keep up to stay relevant.


Many retailers are now moving into sales via e-commerce, in
addition to business through physical shops. For retailers to remain
competitive, their expanding digital fulfillment capabilities need to
feel convenient and accessible to consumers. Scrolling through
numerous pages of product offerings is exhausting for users, with
many defaulting to ‘buy again’ options3. Thus retailers need to be
innovative to promote discovery through their platforms and keep
up-to-date with new product offerings that excite their customers.

Your selected ingredients

Broccoli

Avocado

Add ingredients to recipe

Matches

Cheese

Matches

2.49€
The wonder burger
225 g. pkg

Vegan burger
5 min

vegetarian burger
7 min

Broccoli

Avocado

Cheese

Tofu

Red chili
pepper

Cahsews

Sesame
seeds

Mushroom

Umami

Parmesan

1.49€
Soyghurt
300 g

Update recipe
Vegan yoghurt sauce

healthy yoghurt

9 min
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The Importance of Recipe Content
With the digital takeover, personalized recipe content is a powerful
touchpoint for connecting with consumers and inspiring them
about how to use your food products. Plant Jammer Recipe Studio
enables dynamic recipe functionalities that interactively
communicate how to prepare and enjoy your products. 


Recipes create better discoverability than specific brand or
product searches. However, recipe searches are
hyper-competitive, and the currently common approaches to
offering recipes are not able to satisfy the individual preferences of
various users. Filters in a recipe database will greatly reduce the
number of appropriate recipes as more constraints are added. And
curated recipe content developed for a specific subset of eaters
will inherently exclude others, while still failing to fulfill the range of
niche preferences within that subset. Navigating through a sea of
recipe content can quickly overwhelm a user, highlighting the need
for optimized content.

optimized recipe content
Rather than the current norm of recipes as static text, Plant
Jammer Recipe Studio offers interactive recipe content. Powered
by artificial intelligence, ingredients can be substituted based on
taste, diet, and functionality. The recipe technology then updates
the amounts and instructions accordingly. The recipe content has
added value because it can be adapted to suit an unrestricted
spectrum of consumers, while maintaining the recipe quality and
integrity.  









Plant Jammer Recipe Studio
enables dynamic recipe
functionality
Dynamic recipe content that serves a broader audience is better
able to meet various consumers’ needs. Furthermore, enabling this
kind of personalized discovery and fulfillment throughout the
customer journey creates a value-adding experience that builds
strong customer relationships and encourages repeat
engagement. This in turn contributes to better SEO rankings by
increasing traffic, time-spent-on-page, and retention to your site.
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Food Market Trends
Achieving product-market fit is highly dependent on reaching the
right customer segments. The market is constantly evolving as new
food products and services battle for consumers’ attention and
spending. Upwards of 20,000 new food products are introduced in
retail outlets each year4, and 66% are successful in remaining on
the market for at least 18 months5. With such saturation of the
market, consumers can be more picky about their purchases, and
will look for product messaging that they relate to. Marketing efforts
are key to driving successful differentiation from the vast array of
competing food products.
Particularly for emerging businesses, bringing a new food product
to market is not easy. Managing logistics and production while also
developing the business strategy is hard to juggle. Getting
products onto retailers’ shelves often entails heavy trade spend
costs. Meanwhile, internet shoppers are much less prone to even
consider buying new products6. Thus, in order to connect the public
with their brand, it’s increasingly more important for food
companies to create storytelling that communicates their values in
a way that consumers align with. In order to manage their own
narrative, some companies are creating direct-to-consumer sales
platforms. However, traditional retail markets, both on- and offline,
offer the visibility that early-stage brands need to jump-start
business. In light of these considerations, an omnichannel
approach is the most powerful model for growth.
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2. Recipe collections

Product Overview
Plant Jammer Recipe Studio offers a
platform for creation of omnichannel
recipe content for your brand. Our smart
recipe technology is available both as web
and app experiences, and is easily
integratable through our API or widget.

1. API for tailored experiences

3. Smart recipe search

4. Retailer recommendations

Changes in Cooking Habits
A clear shift has been observed in recent years towards dining out
more often; however four out of five meals are still eaten at home7,8.
Millennials in particular are bringing their exploratory attitude into
the kitchen by experimenting with new recipes and learning new
skills. Research shows that they turn to their smartphones for
information and guidance during the culinary process. But the
decision of what to cook leaves them feeling lost - 31% say that
choosing what to cook was the least enjoyable part of the cooking
process9.

Confinement due to COVID-19 has sent people into their home
kitchens to an even greater extent. This has resulted in lifestyle
changes that are predicted to last even post-pandemic. For 54% of
people the pandemic has led to cooking more at home, and at the
same time they are finding more enjoyment in the cooking
process. Beyond that, 51% of those people cooking more often are
planning to continue doing so. As consumers become more
invested in cooking at home, avenues for inspiration are opened 34% are searching more for recipes than prior to the COVID-19
crisis10. The inspiration stage is the point at which the customer is
most open-minded and susceptible to discovery.
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Optimized recipe creation
Because consumers are becoming more experimental and
forming new habits in their home kitchens, they crave new ideas
for what to cook. From a food company perspective, the continual
changes in food trends make it very demanding to constantly
produce fresh content. Recipes are expensive and
resource-intensive to produce, especially for smaller food brands.










Plant Jammer Recipe Studio
enables a quick recipe
creation process
Plant Jammer Recipe Studio offers a solution to easily make new
recipes featuring any product, without a huge time investment.
Following the guidance in our gastronomical framework, it is quick
and easy to create exciting new recipe content. Launching a
custom recipe collection website takes as little as 2 hours.
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F u n c t i o n a l i t i e s f o r  


Retailers

Ingredient pairings
Personalized shopping suggestions
based on foodpairing matches

“Empty your fridge”
Shoppable recipe suggestions based on
visitors’ ingredient and diet preferences

Dynamic recipes featuring new products

Allow visitors to add, remove or swap
ingredients with a focus on prioritized products

Interactive mealplanning
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Recipe proposals that optimize ingredient
usage
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F u n c t i o n a l i t i e s f o r  


Food brands

Dynamic recipes featuring your product

Allow visitors to add, remove, or swap ingredients, but always
keep your product

“Empty your fridge”


Flexible recipe search that integrates visitors’ ingredients and diet,
and proposes your products in that context

Engage users in recipe creation
Enable your visitors to create recipes with your guidance

Shoppable recipes

Link recipes to a shopping cart connected to local retailers

Plant jammer personalized recipe content
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Key benefits
1. Ease of creating new recipe content

Our recipe technology and AI help to create new recipe content
quickly, featuring any product and including access to images.


2. More engaged visitors

Visitors can change ingredients based on taste, diet, or ingredient
availability, and thus create their own versions of the recipes.


3. Create a community for your visitors

Visitors get inspiration for how to use food products, and they can
favorite, share, and add content through the platform.


4. Improved SEO performance

Increased traffic, time-spent-on-page, and retention on your site
will boost page ranking.


5. Shoppable recipes

Connection of recipes directly to retailers’ shopping carts
encourages conversion and further product discovery via
promotions and recommendations.


6. Analytics to inform strategy

A dashboard to track and maintain an overview of customer data
allows for insight development.
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Product
comparison
How do we make it so affordable? 


We offer our technology via a
software-as-a-service model rather
than operating as an agency. This way,
the software is flexible and available to
many users at the same time. 


webPage BUILT
in-house

Outsourced
Project

Recipe Collection
Page by Plant Jammer

Time to launch

9+ months

1-3 months

2 hours

Find a suitable web
development agency
and recipe content
writers

Included in service

Resources

Recruitment of team
and/or working hours
of engineers, designers,
recipe developers

Cost

€50,000 upfront 

+ Continuous
maintenance costs

€20,000 upfront 

+ Continuous
maintenance costs

From €100*

Flexibility to build what
you want

Dependent on external
means

Manageable within the
framework

Flexibility to build what
you want

Static recipes with
generic CMS
capabilities

Interactive recipes
built within a
recipe-oriented CMS

-

-

Built-in SEO, newsletter
signups,
crowd-validation and
feedback

Scope and
customization

Content quality

Commercial
benefits

*contact us for detailed pricing plan options

Product topology
Your channel(s)
(optional)

(optional)

Creator Tool

Framework for recipe creation


Retailer site

Recipe content connected
to shopping carts

API

Call our API for
dynamic recipe
functionalities


Recipe CMS

Manage content for your channel(s)


Plant Jammer & Bake
Twister Apps

Testing with 50,000+ users

Brand page

Create engagement in
your recipe collection

Custom channel

Link our API to
any application

the technology
The recipe technology is contained within a
GraphQL API. It can be accessed through
the Creator Tool, an interface for building
dynamic recipes. The recipes made there
get saved in a CMS Database, which itself is
also queryable by GraphQL. Recipes are
administered via a Management Page and
published on the Display Page, a
server-side rendered website hosted by
Plant Jammer with full search engine
optimization. The Display Page calls the API
to enable dynamic recipe functionality. A
user’s recipe content can also be published
to Other channels or platforms, either
directly from the CMS Database or also via
the Management Page.
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the API
The recipe technology in the API is based on a
foodpairing AI model that proposes tasty
ingredient combinations, either independently
or with search parameters applied. The API
builds Dishes as modular containers that can
create infinite Recipes when given different
ingredients. A Recipe consists of:



1. Ingredients (plus Substitutes)

2. Volumes calculated from a tree-based
Ratios module 

3. Instructions generated from a Blueprint
module comprising logic-embedded
gastronomical methods



The modules can be reused and combined in
different ways to form Dishes, which enables
rapid creation of many recipe versions. The
logic in the Blueprint and Ratios modules
ensures that their output is appropriate for the
Dish as a whole with the given set of
ingredients. For example, modules used to
build a stew Dish can generate Recipes for a
goulash, a chili sin carne, and a ratatouille
simply by changing the ingredients. Modules
make the technology flexible, so it can be
applied to many different use cases.

All of the modules can be built through our
creator tool, and managed via the recipe CMS.

View the documentation:

https://www.docs.plantjammer.com/

Contact Plant Jammer to get started
building a smarter recipe experience.
Learn More

WWW.recipes.plantjammer.com

Hello@plantjammer.com
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